QUALITY OF LIFE

Technology

A highly subjective measurement of an individual's well-being. Factors that play a significant
role vary according to personal preferences but
usually include financial security, job satisfaction, interpersonal relationships, life-work balance, family life, health, healthy food, safety,
and access to cultural and leisure activities.

Information technology enables the capture, storage, and use of data unimagined
previously. Tools such as intranets and
document management systems will allow
companies to achieve new levels of information management, collaboration, and
knowledge sharing to facilitate decision
making by providing fundamental support
for standardized work practices.

We publish content that will help enhance your
'Quality of Life' on many diverse levels. We
provide RESEARCH, TRANSPARENCY,
INFORMATION, and KNOWLEDGE to
improve quality of life through ARTICLES on
the TSI DIGITAL DIGEST, BITS-N-PICES,
and PUBLICATIONS available in Books,
eBooks and PDFs.
Publication content includes Environmental,
Health, Life, and Real Estate.

Value
What sets TSI apart from other companies is
its' core values. Content provides Knowledgeable and Transparent Information. We
want TSI to be your go-to source.
In addition to the preceding, TSI provides
ARTICLES on everyday issues and concerns on
the TSI DIGITAL DIGEST, available by download for FREE! Additionally, for information on
items in the news or asked by our audience,
click on Bits-N-Pieces, where you can obtain
answers in an easy-to-read format for
FREE.

THE
SYNCHRONICITY
INVESTOR

Our Websites
The Synchronicity Investor (TSI)
https://synchronicity-investor.com
TSI BIZSENSE (BIZSENSE)
https://syn-in.com

Books, eBooks, and PDFs
Manuals, Guides, and How-to-Articles
Digital Digest and Bits-N-Pieces

Real Property Experts LLC (RPE)
https://rpe4u.com
Enviro | Life Knowledge Publications
https://enviro-life-media.com

Team Effort

Information is obtainable easily. It is everywhere, but finding trustworthy, relevant,
usable information can be challenging and
even overwhelming. TSI is changing that
by providing content that is factual, understandable, and accessible. Publications
contain content that simplifies complex
topics and avoids unnecessary jargon to
give you the confidence to act.

All Books, eBooks, and
PDFs are available at
your favorite Retailer.

a subsidiary of Real Property Experts LLC

PLUG INTO OUR WEBSITE ANYTIME!

https://synchronicity-investor.com

THE SYNCHRONICITY INVESTOR (TSI) is a
specialized website offering world-class solutions for
everyone. Whether you are a student, homebody,
homeowner, small business owner, or a decisionmaker at a large conglomerate, TSI is committed to
providing you with choice and transparency to
make knowledgeable, informed decisions.

Technology



At TSI, we have positioned our information
business precisely to keep you informed and
updated. Content offered on the TSI website
includes:

Knowledge

For all, we offer knowledge in the following areas:






Real Estate Knowledge - educational excellence material to simplify real estate, teaching
how to analyze the problems that investors face,
how to create systems to eliminate as much risk
as possible, and make the opportunity of investing in real estate available to everyone.





Environmental Knowledge - is the information
learned and the ability to understand and evaluate
its positive and negative impact on people and the
environment. What we do affects us now and in
the future.
Life Knowledge - is all that the human brain has
perceived or grasped.

All content on the website is from two sources:


Real Property Experts - has content of interest
to the specialist in the real estate industry,
including residential, commercial, and industrial
publications, financial/debt-free information for
individuals, and real estate opportunities for investors.



Enviro | Life Knowledge Publications provides content that will enhance your LIFE.



Homeowners - as a homeowner, you, too,
are an investor. You placed a down payment
on a property, used other people's money to
finance it, invested in it, made improvements,
and finally changed it from a house or property
to a home. Yes, you are an investor.
Real Estate Investors - as a real estate
investor (Wholesaler, Jobber, Landlord, or
Rehabber), you must keep abreast in this highly competitive business's latest developments.
You will ensure a competitive advantage by
deploying the latest innovations and technology
found on TSI.
Commercial and Industrial Real Estate
Investors - whatever your specialty
(Apartment Building/Apartment Complexes,
Commercial Office Buildings, Retail, Industrial,
and or Health Facilities), we will provide you
with the most recent innovations and happenings in these fields.
Real Estate Professionals - no matter what
you specialize in (Buyer's Agent, Listing Agent,
Relocation Specialist, Short-Sale Specialist,
Foreclosure Specialist, Real Estate Consultant,
Property Staging, Property Management, New
Construction Specialist, or Commercial Real
Estate Brokerage), we have the latest news
and practices for you.

We live in exciting times! Technology has
transported the world to a more intuitive way
of presenting information with a quick search
on the Internet.



Real Estate Knowledge



Environmental Knowledge



Life Knowledge

As you have noticed, all of the above contain
the word ‘knowledge.’ But what is
knowledge?

•

Knowledge is the act, fact, or state of
knowing a range of information.

•

Knowledge is the information learned and
the ability to understand and evaluate its
positive and negative impact.

“How to act or react to KNOWLEDGE is up to
you!” Pierre Mouchette

Join the TSI Community.
It’s FREE and available to everyone.
If you are serious about making
Smart Knowledgeable Choices,
the resources at TSI are for you!

